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COMPUTING POTENTIAL OUTPUT AND THE OUTPUT GAP




Gross DomesticProduct (GDP) is oneof the mainwelfareindicatorsin developedeconomies.It is cer-
tainly the most widely used indicator whenever the economic prosperity of a country is an issue to be
assessed. In the case of the Portuguese economy, this indicator points towardsa weakeconomic per-
formance in the recent past, and deserves a deeper analysis that goes beyond the usual conjunctural
assessment of the evolution of each aggregate demand component. This article suggests an interpre-
tation of this phenomenon based on economic growth theory and on the concept of potential output,
enabling an assessment of the supply side conditions and the identification of some structural factors
that might have limited the Portuguese economy growth since the beginning of the millennium.
Using appropriate techniques, GDP can be decomposed into a structural component and a
conjunctural component. The first one is usually named as “potential output” and it can be defined as
“the level of output at whichthe economy’s resources are fully employedor, more realistically, at which
unemployment is at its natural rate” (Mankiw, 2003, pp. 246). The second component, usually named
“output gap”, is the deviation betweenthe actual level of output and the potential output and it includes
temporary elements that are shaped by business cycle and other very short-run fluctuations.
The computation of potential output and the output gap for the Portuguese economy enables not only
an assessment of economic growth potential, but also the measurement of the cyclical position of the
economy and the identification of changes in the pattern of business cycle evolution. These indicators
usually play a relevant role in different domains of economic analysis, such as in the computation of
structural indicators (for instance, the cyclically-adjustedbudget balance) and in the appraisal of infla-
tionary pressures in the economy stemming from the demand side. Additionally, these indicators are
also used in the assessment of the overall consistency of the macroeconomic projections for the
Portuguese economy.
Potential output is not an observable variable and must therefore be computed using an information
set thatcontainsobservablevariables,usingtechniquesthatcombinemacroeconomictheorywithsta-
tistics and econometrics. These techniques are usually classified into two broad categories: statistical
methods, which decompose mechanically real GDP time series into its trend, cycle and irregular com-
ponents; andstructural methods, whichuse economictheoryin the processof potentialoutput compu-
tation.Sincepotentialoutputresultingfromtheimplementationofthepreviousmethodologiesisnotan
observable variable, it is not possible to evaluate the accuracy of the computed figure based on the
usual goodness of fit measures, in contrast to what usually happens with observable variables. Thus,
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This articleexploressomeof the most commonlyusedmethodsfor computingpotentialoutputandthe
output gap and appliesthem to Portugueseeconomydata. Among the statistical methods, the Hodrick
and Prescott (HP), the Baxter and King (BK) and the Christiano and Fitzgerald (CF) filtering methods
wereimplemented.
1 Concerningthe structuralmethods,the productionfunctionapproachwasconsid-
ered in two alternative formulations: the CES
2 production function and the Cobb-Douglas function,
which is a particular case of the former.
This articleis organisedas follows:sectiontwodescribesthe alternativemethodsusedto computepo-
tential output; section three discusses the empirical results obtained by applying those methods; and
sectionfour,presentsthemainconclusionsofthisstudyandsuggestsdirectionsforfurtherresearch.
2. METHODS FOR COMPUTING POTENTIAL OUTPUT
Potentialoutputisanon-observablevariable,asitmeasuresaphenomenonthatcannotbeempirically
observed: the quantity of goods and services that an economycan produce by making full use of all its
available resources.
The need for computation of potential output has led to the development of several methodologies,
which combine distinct subjects of economic analysis such as macroeconomic theory, statistics and
macroeconometrics. These methods make use of information on observable variables to obtain re-
sults for potential output, and reflect not only the information they use but also the properties of the
techniquestheyapply. In general,thesemethodsaregroupedintostatisticalor structuralmethods,ac-
cording to the techniques they use and the information they incorporate.
2.1. Statistical methods
Statistical univariate methods
3 are purely mechanical procedures, which can be used to decompose
any time series into different components. They are used for identifying components with strong per-
sistency, usually called tendency, and components with weak persistency, usually associated with cy-
clical and very short-run movements.
The direct application of these methods to the observed output series produces a smoothed series,
called trend output, which is taken to represent potential output. The remaining components (cyclical
and erratic) correspond to the output gap.
Univariatestatisticalmethodshaveadirectinterpretationandaregenerallyeasytoimplement,beinga
practical way to compute potential output. However, these techniques do not incorporate any macro-
economic theory, which limits the interpretation of the results they produce and restricts its utility in the
analysis of the behaviour of the economy. Additionally, statistical methods suffer, in general, from
end-of-sample problems, which are usually tackled by extending the output series, introducing, how-
ever, a newsource of uncertainty in the computation process. Finally, it is also important to account for
problems in the treatment of structural breaks, since these methods spread the impact of a break
through many periods, influencing potential output growth in several periods instead of having effects
strictly at the moment in which the break occurred.
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(1) For further details see Hodrick and Prescott (1997), Baxter and King (1999) and Christiano and Fitzgerald (1999).
(2) CES is the acronym for Constant Elasticity of Substitution.
(3) Statistical methods can be grouped into two categories, univariate and multivariate. In this article, we will focus on the univariate methodologies.In practice, statisticalmethodssimplyapplybilateralmovingaveragesto the historicaloutputseries, to
filter out components withdistinctfrequencies.Amongthe severalunivariatetechniquesavailable,this
article covers three main methods, which are frequent in the literature on economic growth and busi-
ness cycles: the Hodrick-Prescott filter (HP) and the band-pass filters Baxter and King (BK) and
Christiano and Fitzgerald (CF).
The HP filter is a simple smoothing procedure that extracts a non-linear trend component from ob-
served output by minimising a weighted average of the variability in the trend and its deviations from
actualoutput.Formally,trendoutputisobtainedthroughtheminimizationofthefollowinglossfunction:


























where yt and yt
T are the logs of observed and trend output respectively,
4 S is the number of observa-
tions and is a smoothing parameter. The minimization of the loss function implies a choice of a value
for the smoothing parameter, which represents a penalty for variability in the growth of trend output: a
highervalueforimpliessmootherestimatesfortrendoutputandconsequentlyasmalleroutputgap.
The HPfilter has some good features that have contributedto its wideutilisation, includingthe fact that
it renders the output gap stationary, as presentedin King and Rebelo(1993), and the fact that it is flexi-
bleandsimpletoimplement.However, therearealsosomeproblemsassociatedwiththeHPfilter. The
first one comes from the choice of the appropriate smoothing parameter , which is largely discretion-
ary and far from being consensual. A second shortcoming is commonly known as the end-of-sample
problem, which results from the fact that towards the edges of the sample, as leads and lags become
unavailable, the HP filter gradually turns into an asymmetric filter, overemphasising the importance of
the last observations.
5 This way, estimates of trend output for recent history suffer from bias, which is
particularlyserious because estimates for recent periods are typicallythose in whichpolicymakersare
more interested for purposes of policy decision. A common way of tackling this issue is to extend the
output series forward using reliable projections. Finally, many studies refer
6 that when used with data
that is integrated or nearly integrated, the HP filter can induce spurious cycles, i.e. it can generate
cycles even if they are not present in the original data.
Another univariate type of filtering technique is the band-pass filter, which relies on the theory of spec-
tral analysis of time series data. This methodology is used to transpose time series fluctuations repre-
sented in the time domain, to fluctuations in the frequency domain. Assuming that business cycle
fluctuationscorrespondtoawell-definedbandoffrequencies,itisthenpossibletoapplythefiltertothe
observed output series, and isolate the observations correspondingto the pre-definedband, obtaining
the output’s cyclical component. In practice, the filtered series consists of a weighted average of the
original time series, where the weights attributed to each component of the series are determined ac-
cording to the frequencies we wish to retain. The filter is the array of weights that, when applied to the
originalseries,producesthecyclicalcomponentofoutput.Moreformally,thefilteredseriesisgivenby:











where 	 BL represents the band-pass filter, b j corresponds to the weight attributed to ytj  , and
L
j stands for the usual lag operator.
7
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(4) Variables in small letters represent the natural logarithms of the correspondent variables in big letters.
(5) For further details see Giorno et al. (1995), Cerra and Saxena (2000) and Mohr (2005). 55555 5
(6) See, for example, Harvey and Jaeger (1993) or Cogley and Nason (1995).
(7) For any variable X t, the lag operator L
j is defined such that LX X
j
tt j   . 77777 7The BK andCF filters areprobablythe twomost widelyusedband-pass filters. The BK filter performsa
finite and symmetric bilateral moving average, imposing the same number of leads and lags and sym-
metryof weights, whichimpliesthat observationsinasimilarpositiononeachsideof thecentralobser-
vation are given equal weights. These characteristics have the advantage of assuring that the filtered
series has no phase shift, i.e., that the timing of peaks and troughs is consistent with the behaviour of
the unfiltered series. However, this is achieved at a cost of losing observations at the beginning and
end of the sample. Usually, to solve this problem, the series are extended using the same type of
techniques mentioned for the HP filter.
The CF filter, contrary to the BK filter, uses all observations available in the sample, forward and back-
wards, implying that in each period, the number of leads differs from the number of lags, which turns
thefilter asymmetricwitha varyingweightingscheme.This way, theCF filter overcomesoneof thelim-
itations of the BK filter, the loss of observations at the beginning and the end of the sample, but it may
introduce the phase-shift problem already explained.
2.2. Structural methods: the production function approach
Structural methods, contrary to statistical, take economic theory into account in the process of compu-
tation of potential output and the output gap. They establish a link between potential output and other
macroeconomic variables, which introduces the opportunity of examining the underlying economic
factors that drive changes in potential output and therefore gives the possibility of deriving some eco-
nomic interpretation from the evolution of the obtained results, instead of just assessing their value.
However, the application of this type of methods implies a prior choice of an adequate model, which
necessarily consists of a simplification of reality and relies on a set of assumptions about the structure
of the economy that may or may not be entirely correct. In addition, these methods require a large
amount of information, which may be a problem in situations where there are limitations in assessing
the data or whentheir qualityis questionable.It is also worthnoting that, in general,structural methods
are still dependent on the utilization of statistical univariate methods to calculate trend components for
some variables used in the computation process, which revives the limitations associated with
statistical methods, already discussed.
One of the keystones among structural methods is the production function approach. This approach
looks at the supply side conditions of the economy, postulating an aggregate production function that
explicitly models output as the outcome of a production process, depending on: the available quantity
of factors of production, the productivity of these factors, and their weight in output. Potential output is
obtained as the result of the defined production function when its contributing inputs and productivity
are at their sustainable long-run levels.
When compared to other structural methods, the production function approach has the important ad-
vantage of allowing for an explicit growth accounting exercise, which expresses potential output
growth as a function of the growth rate of each of its determinants.
2.2.1. The CD and CES production functions
The functional form adopted for the production function synthesizes in a very simple way the technol-
ogyused in the productive process, i.e. the wayfactor inputs are combinedto produce output. There is
not, however, a consensus as to the best functional form to adopt, and several different forms have
been proposed in the literature. Among these, the two most widelyused, in the literature on economic
growth, are the CES production function, and a particular case of it, the CD function. These functions
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impose on the technology underlying the production of goods and services in the economy .
The CD function is, most probably, the most widely used functional form for the production function,
mainly due to the fact that it is analytically simple and straightforward to calibrate. Furthermore, when
one looks at data concerning long periods of time, the characteristics of the CD function seem to be
compatible with the observed facts for a wide range of economies.
The most popular functional form, for the CD production function, considers two productive factors,
capital and labour, and is formally expressed as:
YA L K tt t t 
  1 , 01   (3)
where At represents total factor productivity (TFP), Kt corresponds to the capital stock, Lt is total em-
ployment, and  is a constant that corresponds to the elasticity of output with respect to labour. This
elasticityiscalibratedtomatchtheempiricalaveragelabourshareobtainedfromthenationalaccounts
data, being in line withone of the major assumptions of the CD function, the stabilityof the income fac-
tor shares in output. It is therefore important to keep in mind that in order to be able to apply the CD
function, the historical information on the income factor shares must point to their constancyover time.
Furthermore, this assumption has the important implicationof unitaryelasticityof substitution between
factors of production. This is a rather restrictive assumption, meaning that an increase in the relative
price of one of the factors will always be accompanied by a proportional decrease in the relative
utilisation of that factor.
Amore generalalternativeto the CD functionalform is providedbythe CES productionfunction. In this
article, we use the following specification:












1 , 01   and 0
(4)
whereBt and Xt are indexes of labour and capital augmenting technical progress respectively,  is the
distribution parameter capturing the functional distribution of income and  is the elasticity of
substitution.
This framework implies that factor income shares vary proportionally to factors’ real cost and produc-
tivity, which contrasts with the constancy assumption underlying the CD function. Furthermore, the
CES specification introduces an important advantage over the CD form since it does not impose the
substitutionparameter to be equalto one, and thus gives the possibilityof estimatingit from the data. It
can be shown that when the elasticity of substitution is unitary, the CES function converges to a CD
function.
We see that the CES production function is markedly less restrictive than the CD function, allowingfor
muchricherresults,specificallytotestthevalidityoftheCDformulationthroughtherealizationofasta-
tistical test on the estimate obtained for the elasticity of substitution. In addition, the CES formulation
adoptedinthisarticleincludestechnicalprogressspecifictoeachfactor,
8 whichisnotpossiblewiththe
CD function, since only total factor productivity is identified.
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(8) The utilization of a CES production function with technical progress for capital is compatible with a stationary model only if technical progress is itself
stationary. For further details see Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995).2.2.2. The computation of potential output and the growth accounting exercise
In order to compute potential output, it is necessary to know beforehand the levels of potential factor
utilization and productivity, and estimates of the parameters needed for the production function.
Regarding factors of production, the computation of their potential levels follows the same procedure
for both the CD and CES functions. For capital input, it is quite common to use the actual capital stock
to measure both actual and potential capital, since capital is a relativelyfixed input, at least in the short
run. This assumption seems valid, as long as there is no noticeable deviation of the capital stock from
its long-run level. As for potential employment, it is generally obtained through the natural rate of un-
employment and active labour force. Thus, potential factor levels are given by:
KK tt
*  (5)
	 LP A u ttt
**  1 (6)
where PAt corresponds to the observed active labour force andut
* is a measure of the natural rate of
unemployment, with both variables being exogenous.
The parameter of the CD functionis calibratedusingthe averagelabourincomeshareobtainedfrom
the national accounts data. Knowing this parameter, the unobservable total factor productivity is ob-







   1
(7)
The resulting Solow residual is then smoothed
9 to obtain an estimate of trend factor productivity, At
*.
With potential capital inputKt
*, potential labour inputLt
*, and trend TFP At
* we can now easily compute
potential output by plugging these values into the production function.
	 	 YA L K tt t t
** * * 
  1
(8)
This expression can be directly applied to the growth accounting exercise, since it is log-linear in the
factors of production. Differentiating both sides of the production function in logs yields:












**  1 
  
(9)
In the case of the CES production function, the computation process is more complex, since there are
two unknown parameters and, using the formulation adopted in this article, there are two specific
productivitiesto calculate. Solving the profit maximizationproblem withCES technology, weobtain the
first order condition for labour demand, which is given by:
	  	 yl wp b tt t t t        1l n (10)
Equation (10) can be interpreted as a long-run relation betweenoutput per worker, yl tt  , the real cost
oflabour, wp tt  andthelabour-augmentingtechnologicalprogress, bt. It isthereforepossibletocon-
sider this equation as a cointegration relation, and estimate the elasticity of substitution between fac-
tors using Johansen’s maximum likelihood method,
10 which produces efficient estimates for the
parameters of a cointegration relation.
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(9) In this article, as commonly accepted in the literature, we use the HPfilter as a smoothing technique to obtain trend TFP.
(10) Adetailed description of Johansen’s method can be found in Johansen (1995).Toobtainthelabourproductivityindex,wemakeuseofastandardprocedureintheliterature,
11 andas-
sume that it grows at a constant rate. This way, its level can be well approximated by a linear trend,
which converts equation (10) into:
	  	 	 yl wp t tt t t
L          1 C ln (11)
where 
L is the average growth rate of labour productivity, t is a deterministic trend and C is an un-
known scale constant. Even though the elasticity of substitution has been estimated, the distribution
parameter and the scale constant C are still unknown. However, using the fact that the CES function
corresponds to a CD function in the case of unitary elasticity of substitution, can be calibrated using
the equivalent parameter in the CD function (i.e., labour income share in value added, ), which is in
line withwhatis usuallydone in the literature. Using the obtained estimates for the parameters  and 
it is then possible to use equation (10) to find the scale constant, C, and the labour productivity index


















































































The calculatedBt andXt seriesarethensmoothedusinganHPfilter, to obtaintheirtrendlevels,Bt
* and
Xt
*, which corresponds to the same procedure used to smooth the Solow residual in the CD case.
Having obtained potential factor levels, their productivities, and the production function parameters,
potential output can finally be calculated by directly substituting them in the production function:
		 	 YB L X K tt t t t















since the CES function is not log-linear. The approach adopted in this article is to take the log of the
productionfunctionandthenlineariseitaroundthepreviousperiod,applyingafirst orderTaylorexpan-
sion. After some algebraic manipulation we get:
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1 , these weights are given by  t
L  and  t
K  1 , whichexactlycorrespondto the income shares
of each factor in value added, since  was calibrated using the labour share of the CD function.
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(11) See, for example, Dimitz (2001) and Jalava (2005).3. POTENTIAL OUTPUT AND THE OUTPUT GAP FOR THE PORTUGUESE
ECONOMY
Potential output and the output gap for the Portuguese economy can be computed using the methods
presentedin Section 2 and the availabledata. The results obtainedare extremelyuseful in the assess-
ment of the evolution of economic activity, enabling, in particular, the identification of supply side fac-
tors that lie behind the weak economic growth witnessed in Portugal in recent years.
3.1. The dataset for the Portuguese economy
The datasetusedinthisarticleismostlytakenfrom the“QuarterlySeriesfor thePortugueseEconomy:
1977-2005” published in the summer 2006 issue of the Banco de Portugal Economic Bulletin.
12
The time series for compensation per worker was built using employees’wagebills and assuming that
a self-employed worker earns on average 75 per cent of an employee. Concerning the natural rate of
unemployment,it wasassumed that it has remainedbroadlyunchangedthroughoutthe sample period
at 5.5 per cent of the labourforce;
13 nevertheless,the recentincreasein long-termunemploymentmay
raise some doubts on the maintenance of the estimated natural rate of unemployment. The capital
stocktimeserieswasbuiltusingtheperpetualinventorymethod,assumingaslightlyincreasingdepre-
ciationrate that capturesthe faster depreciationof some typesof investmentgoods(in particular, elec-
tronic equipment and computer systems). The value-added time series as well as the respective
deflator were computed from GDP at market prices by subtracting indirect taxes. Finally, income per










It should not be disregarded that this is a very inaccurate measure of income per unit of capital, since
both compensation per worker and capital stock lie on the assumptions previously referred and do not
correspond to effectively observed figures. Thus, all measurement errors related with both labour in-
come and capital stock will translate directly to measurement errors in the income per unit of capital
considered.
3.2. Statistical methods
The implementation of the univariate methods described in section 2.1 implies not only the choice of
the parameters’ values for each of the filters considered, but also an extension of the actual real GDP
datatoavoidtheend-of-sampleproblemspreviouslymentioned.Thus, theactualrealGDPtimeseries
was extended up to 2010, using the Banco de Portugal projections published in the summer 2006 is-
sue of the Economic Bulletin for 2006 and 2007 and the average growth rate recorded in the period
1993-2005 for the rest of the extension period.
Concerning the HP filter, the smoothness parameter was set to 7680, which, according to Raven e
Uhlig (2002), corresponds to a smoothness parameter of 30 for annual data, corresponding to the
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(12) This database corresponds to an update of the one published in Castro and Esteves (2004) and follows the methodology presented there.
(13) In line with the results published in Dias, Esteves and Félix (2004).benchmark usually considered in the Eurosystem exercises.
14 In terms of the band-pass filters, a
low-pass specification was considered, removing all the fluctuations with a frequency lower than 12
years.
The annual average growth rates of the computed potential output using the HP, BK and CF filters for
thewholesampleperiodaswellasfor thesub-samplesareplottedinCharts 3.2.1and3.2.2.Animme-
diate conclusionis that the discrepancies resulting from alternative univariatemethods (whichare visi-
ble in Chart 3.2.2) tend to vanish whenever averages of sample periods are considered. The results
suggest an annual average growthrate at around 3 per cent for the wholesample period (1986-2005).
However, an inspection of sub-sample periods reveals that this annual average growth rate does not
result from a broadlyflat profile, since annualaverage growthrates differ quite substantiallyacross pe-
riods. In fact, the results suggest an annual average growth at around 4 per cent in the sample period
1985-1994 and only 2 per cent in the sample period 1995-2005, revealing a continued decline in the
potential output growth rate throughout the last 20 years. In particular, a closer inspection of the last 5
years of the sample suggests that the potential output annual average growth rate was probably not
more than 1.5 per cent.
The computed output gap is plotted in Chart 3.2.3. In general terms, one can easily conclude that de-
spite the fact that point estimates do not coincide, the computed output gap is broadly similar across
the alternative methods used and the turning points tend to coincide. The results suggest that by the
time of Portuguese accession to the European Union in 1986, output was significantlybelowits poten-
tial level. In the following years, real GDP growth surpassed potential output growth, determining a
computedoutputgapat around4percentin1990.Subsequently, thesignificantslowdowninrealGDP
growthledtoadeclineinoutputgapthatreachedaclosetozeropositionin1993,decliningfurtheruntil
1995. In the period 1995-2001, the Portuguese economy returned to economic activity growth rates
above potential with the output gap reaching 3 per cent in 2001. Thereafter, the accumulation of
disequilibria with non negligible impact on aggregate demand level has limited real GDP to growth
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Chart 3.2.1
POTENTIAL OUTPUT GROWTH – STATISTICAL
METHODS (SUB-SAMPLES)
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Chart 3.2.2
POTENTIAL OUTPUT GROWTH – STATISTICAL
METHODS
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(14) As already referred in Section 2, the choice of the HPfilter smoothing parameter is to a large extent discretionary. One must emphasizethat the choice of
alternative smoothness parameters only affects the amplitude of the business cycle, while maintaining both the average potential output growth and the
turningpointsofeachbusinesscycle.Inparticular,theutilisationofthesmoothnessparametervalueoriginallysuggestedinHodrickandPrescott(1997),
1600, leads to the computation of business cycles with a smaller amplitude and to a more volatile potential output growth rate. 14141414 14rates below potential, determining the progressive closure of output gap until 2003 and its return to
negative grounds in subsequent years.
In conclusion, the results obtained by implementing the alternative univariate statistical methods are
identical and allow for a general characterisation of the trend component of the actual output time se-
ries. One may highlight the fact that, irrespective of the method, potential output growth of the Portu-
guese economyhas deceleratedsubstantiallyin the last 20 yearsand that the results point towardsan
annual growth rate ranging from 1 to 1.5 per cent in the last 5 years.
3.3. Structural methods: the production function approach
The production function approach draws on the specification of a function that is compatible with the
most evident stylised facts of the economy. One of these facts, first suggested in Kaldor (1965), is that
the income share of each one of the productive factors in value added is broadly constant. The evolu-
tion of labour income share as a percentage of value added in the Portuguese economy since 1986 is
plotted in Chart 3.3.1. This information was used to calibrate the parameters  and  of the CD and
CES productionfunctions, respectively, since theywereset at the averagelabourincomeshare for the
period1992-2005(64percent). It shouldbenotedthat whilethelabourincomesharefluctuatedfor the
period 1986-1992, since then it has remained broadly stable.
To evaluate the reasonability of the CD specification, a CES production function was considered and
the elasticity of substitution among factors was estimated using quarterly data for the sample period
1988-2005 based on the methodology presented in Section 2.2. The estimated elasticity of substitu-
tion is 0.65andthe correspondingstandarddeviationis 0.06, meaningthat the nullhypothesisof a unit
elasticity of substitution (in case of a unit elasticity of substitution the CES production function col-
lapses to CD production function) is rejected at a 1 per cent significance level.
15 Thus, the results sug-
gest that the unit elasticity of substitution is not supported by empirical evidence for the sample period
considered.
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Chart 3.2.3
OUTPUT GAP – STATISTICAL METHODS

























































































(15) The result obtained for the elasticity of substitution is similar to the one published in Lucas (1990) for the US economy.To assess both the impact of using a CD production function (when a CES production function seems
to be, according with available evidence, the one that is more adequate) and the differences arising
from the utilisationof structural methods instead of univariatemethods, potentialoutput and the output
gap were computed using CD and CES production functions and compared with the results obtained
using the HP filter, which was used as the univariate benchmark method.
16
The potential output growth rate and the corresponding output gap estimates computed using the HP
filter and the alternative production function specifications are plotted in the charts 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and
3.3.4. The most evident finding is the coincidence of the results obtained using the alternative produc-
tion function specifications. Additionally, the output gap results obtained using both the production
function approach and the univariate statistical methods are qualitatively identical, despite slightly
higher amplitude of the output gap when the HPfilter is used.
Moreover, the results plotted in Chart 3.3.3 show that potential output growth computed using the pro-
duction function approach usually tends to be more volatile than the one computed using univariate
statistical methods. This feature results from the fact that the production function approach, due to its
structural nature, reflects not only trend productivity growth(whichis necessarilysmooth since it is ob-
tained from a univariate filtering procedure), but also the growth of the available production factors,
which is not necessarily smooth, reflecting supply side shocks, in particular in the labour force.
A comparison of the annual average growth rate of potential output for the whole sample period
(1985-2005)andfor thesub-sampleperiodsthat werepreviouslyusedinthecaseof univariatestatisti-
cal methods is presented in Chart 3.3.2. The results obtained suggest that the computed annual aver-
agepotentialoutputgrowthisverysimilaracrossmethodsbothfor thewholesampleperiodandfor the
sub-samples.
To sum up, the results obtained using the production function approach seem to confirm the deceler-
ation of the potential output growth rate already shown by the univariate statistical methods. However,
in contrast with the statistical methods, structural methods provide some indication of the factors that
are likely to be behind potential output deceleration through the growth accounting exercise.
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(16) The choiceof the HPfilter as the univariatebenchmarkmethod is due to the fact that it is a widelyused method in the literature wheneverpotentialoutput
and output gap figures are required.It should be noted that the CD production function only allows for identification of the contribution of
trendtotalfactorproductivity,whiletheCESproductionfunctionformulationconsideredenablesidenti-
fication of the contribution of the trend productivity growth of each one of the production factors for po-
tential output growth. In addition, it must be referred that the current formulation implicitly considers a
constant capital stock utilisation rate
17 and the maintenance of the number of hours per worker, mean-
ing that any decline in these variables determines an overestimation of the amount of factor services
effectively used and an underestimation of the specific productivity of the factor under consideration,
since it is obtained as a residual. In the case of capital services, this type of bias tends to be bounded
since capacity utilisation is likely to be a stationary variable; in the case of labour, however, the bias
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Chart 3.3.2
POTENTIAL OUTPUT GROWTH – STRUCTURAL VS
STATISTICAL METHODS (SUB-SAMPLES)
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Chart 3.3.3
POTENTIAL OUTPUT GROWTH – STRUCTURAL VS
STATISTICAL METHODS
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Chart 3.3.4
OUTPUT GAP – STRUCTURAL VS STATISTICAL
METHODS

























































































(17) The available information on capacity utilisation for Portugal refers to the manufacturing sector and does not take into account, for instance, the services
sector, which accounts for a significant share in overall production.might be more significant since the number of hours per worker has declined since 1986. Neverthe-
less, according to the latest issue of the Employment and Labour Market Statistics published by the
OECD,
18 the decline in the number of hours per worker is near 8 per cent in the period 1986-2004,
meaning that an eventual underestimation in the annual trend productivity growth should not exceed
0.5 per cent on annual average terms. Thus, the results obtained and their interpretation in qualitative
terms is likely to be robust to the measurement problems previously mentioned.
The contribution from production factors and associated productivities to potential output growth is
mapped in Charts 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. According to the results obtained, the contributionof each factor, as
wellas the contributionof trend total factor productivityis similar irrespective of the productionfunction
used and thus the growthaccountingexerciseis robust to the productionfunction specificationconsid-
ered. This conclusion applies both for the whole sample and for each of the sub-samples.
A first conclusion that can be drawn from the results obtained for the period 1986-1994 is that the
growth rate of factor productivity and the increase in capital stock played a crucial role in the real con-
vergence process observed since the accession of Portugal to the European Union.
19 The growth of
labour has played a limited role, since it depends to a large extent on the evolution of demographic
structure, which is characterized by the ageing process.
Secondly, comparing the period 1995-2005 with the period 1986-1994, the reduction in the contribu-
tion of productivity is crucial to understand the reasons behind the decline in potential output and the
same appliesto capital stock, thoughto a lesser extent.The CES productionfunctionresults, whichal-
low for identification of the productivity contribution of each factor, suggest that this decline in produc-
tivity is common to both capital and labour factors.
Finally, decomposing the sample period 1995-2005 into two sub-samples (1995-2000 and
2001-2005), one can conclude that the decline in potential output growth that is estimated to have oc-
curred in the last years stems essentially from a smaller contribution of capital stock growth rate and
from associated productivity, despite the slight decline in productivity associated to the labour factor.
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(18) OECD (2006), “Average annual hours actually worked per worker”,Employment and Labour Market Statistics, 2006, release 01. 181818 18
(19) This result is in line with the conclusions presented in Cavalcanti (2004).The declinein the contributionof capital stock reflects a distinct behaviourof investment in each one of
the sub-samples. Thus, whilein the period 1995-2000investment grewat around 8 per cent, in annual
averageterms, it recordedan annualaveragedeclineof 3 per cent in the period2001-2005.Moreover,
the decline in productivity associated to the capital factor may also be related with the progressive ob-
solescenceof the capital stock alreadyinstalled,since the declinein investment might have also even-
tuallylimitedthenormalprocessofreplacementofthecapitalstockthatdepreciatedinthemeantime.
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the structural approach is that the deceleration of poten-
tial output recorded in recent years essentially reflects the unfavourable behaviour of investment and
its role in the maintenance of efficient conditions of production.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article presents computations for potential output and the correspondingoutput gap for the Portu-
guese economy, using alternative methods.
The resultsobtainedarerobusttothemethodologyadoptedandpointtowardsadecelerationofpoten-
tial output in Portugalthroughoutthe last 20 years,from an annualgrowthrate of around4 per cent, for
the period 1986-1994, to an annual growth rate close to 1.5 per cent, for the period 2001-2005. It is
worth mentioning that these results are similar to those that can be found in European Central Bank
and European Commission working papers.
20
The implementationof a structural methodlikethe productionfunctionapproachenablesoneto go be-
yondthe mere descriptionof potential output decelerationbyidentifyingstructural factors that are driv-
ing this evolution and that are, ultimately, the genesis of the weak economic growth witnessed in
Portugal in recent years. Nevertheless, interpretation of the results must be cautious, since they rely
on a number of previously mentioned assumptions.
The results suggest that the deceleration of potential output throughout the last 20 years has been
largely determined by a decline in the contribution of capital stock and total factor productivity. In the
period 1986-2004, the strong growth in potential output benefited from a very peculiar juncture. As re-
ferred in Cavalcanti(2004),this periodcorrespondedto Portugueseaccessionto the EuropeanUnion,
whichmay have implied a number of important transformations in the economy, in particular access to
newmarkets andimprovedfinancingconditionsfor thebusinesssector, whicharelikelyto havesignifi-
cantly influenced both the dynamics of investment and improvement in total factor productivity. In the
last years (2001-2005), the weak growth of potential output reflects a limited contribution of capital
stock, as a result of the continued decline in investment since the beginning of the millennium, as well
as the impact of investment in the maintenance of efficiency conditions at factor productivity level, in
particular in the case of capital.
This study leaves a number of open questions that deserve some future research not only to reach a
deeper understanding of the conclusions and results just presented, but also to test their validity as
new information becomes available. Firstly, it seems important to consider the possibility of revisiting
the results using reliable information on hours worked instead of the number of workers, since the re-
sults obtained for total factor productivity contribution using the production function approach might
change.Secondly, the productionfunctionapproachcan be extendedin order to accountfor the possi-
bility of considering imported intermediate goods (for instance, imported energy goods) as an addi-
tional factor to evaluate the impact of shocks in the price of these imported goods on potential output
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(20) The estimates published by the ECB for potential output growth can be found in Benalal et al. (2006), while the estimates published by the European
Commission can be found in Deniset al. (2006). 202020 20level. Finally, the utilisation of methods that are able to combine the production function approach with
other structural approaches (for instance using Okun’s law and/or the Phillips curve), through
multivariate methods will make it possible to test the robustness of the results and conclusions
contained in this study using a larger information set.
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